PGE Plywood caboose 

Thank you for purchasing this kit! You will need to following parts to complete this kit:

Micro-Trains 1015 couplers
Micro-Trains Bettendorf trucks, with your choice of wheels. You do not want truck mounted couplers on them whatever you get.
Paint
Decals
Prototype photos

This instruction sheet details the assembly of the late as built version of this caboose, but construction is similar to all versions. 

The following parts are included in this kit:

1 casting set (body, roof, underframe, interior, steps, doors, roofwalk, roofwalk end supports, cupola, storm windows, smokejack, 
2 bolster screws
2 laser cut frets
strip styrene

1. Remove the flashing from all of the resin parts. There may be little blobs of resin here and there from the casting process, remove these, particularly around the top of the body. The interior and roof need to fit well. Place the cupola on the roof, and glue the roofwalks in place. Cast roofwalk end supports are included...if you can see them glue them in place. Set the cupola aside.
2. Remove the metal parts from the sheets they come on. A good pair of flush cutters or photoetch shears is good for this. 
3. Take a look at the interior. I made the interior for the later version of cars without thinking as much as I should have, so if you have an early numbrt series kit you may wish to shorten the counter next to the sink and move the stove closer to the cupola. Test fit the interior into the body, and the roof to make sure the clearance is ok. If the flashing on the parts is a little thick, you may need to file the top of the lockers on the interior casting, or the bottom of the roof. Choose what you would like to do to weight the car, I would install something in between the lockers. You can glue the interior into the car now. (Edit- I changed the molds so the interior should fit perfectly.)
4. Drill the holes for the coupler boxes #65 and the bolsters 1/16". Screw the couplers and trucks in place and test for coupler height, adjust as necessary. Remove the trucks and couplers and set aside. 
5. Test fit the frame into the body. Make sure the brake cylinder points towards the cupola. The cupola end is the B end. Glue the underframe in place. 
6. Glue the steps in place to the underframe.
7. There are some brake components included. Use the diagram to install them to the level you wish. If you want to go further, use wire to form rods. 
8. Drill the smokejack hole in the roof 1/32". There are two locating holes, located on the bottom of the roof. If you are building an early caboose, use the hole closest to the cupola. For a later or rebuilt car, use the one further away. Glue the smokejack in place.
9. Test fit and glue the appropriate doors in place. Generally BCR replaced them with the rounded windows on rebuild, but check your photos for accuracy. 
10. Drill all the holes for the grab irons, handrails, and eyebolts #80. Bend them from the wire included and install. 
11. Drill the ladder holes in the roof #79. Bend the top of the ladders to shape, and test fit the roof to the body, and the end rails to the end sills and roof. Using your trusty side cutters, trim out the handbrake stand from the rail unit you want to install on the A end. Once you are happy with the fit, glue the brake stands and brake wheel to the B end metal parts. Set these parts aside for now. 
12. Mark and drill #79 holes for the side cupola walkways directly beneath the top of the raised side portion...where the cupola sits. Install these parts. 
13. If you are building a car that has the diagonal side braces added, cut them from styrene, place the roof onto the body, and glue the braces in place. They should hang over the ends of the car slightly and meet the roof overhang. I would have included resin castings but they were just too delicate to even make, and etched parts would have warped badly. 
14. Paint and decal the parts as are appropriate for your prototype.
15. Install the window glass inside the recesses cast to the inside of the body. 
16. Install the roof, cupola, trucks, couplers, end rails, and storm windows/doors if appropriate to your prototype. 


